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Abstract. Cloud computing is a mature paradigm that has evolved to accommo-
date ever-increasing complex applications such as in the AI and HPC domain.
If applications are complex, infrastructure can be even more, spanning over hy-
brid architectures. As such, producing a less error-prone deployment while offer-
ing high performance requires application and infrastructure awareness, and also
deep knowledge of the IaC languages. In this paper, we present the SODALITE
IDE, a suite that assists the users in the authoring of application deployment
topology and infrastructure models for IaC. With focus on quality and perfor-
mance, the IDE enables the faster and simpler development of IaC by offering
features such as in-sync multiple model viewpoints , smart context-aware content
assistance and semantic validation, powered by a Knowledge Base.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, the global market has seen a tremendous rise in utility computing serv-
ing as the backend for practically any new technology, methodology or advancement
from healthcare to aerospace. SODALITE addresses complex tasks of configuration,
deployment and operation of complex applications. The development of these tasks
implies knowledge of multiple IaC scripting languages and being able to manage the
whole development process of IaC. Given those intricacies, the simplification and ab-
straction of those DevOps processes is uppermost. To this end, SODALITE provides
tools for a simpler and faster development of IaC and deployment and execution of
heterogeneous applications in HPC, Cloud & SW defined computing environments,
with particular focus on quality, performance, and manageability. Following this vi-
sion, SODALITE offers smart modeling capabilities to help non-expert DevOps teams
in defining Abstract Application Deployment Models (AADMs) . The main novelty of
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SODALITE regarding the support to the definition of AADMs is its ability to simplify
this task by offering semantic-based guidance to the end users.

The purpose of this demo paper is to describe the SODALITE Integrated Devel-
opment Environment (SODALITE IDE) highlighting its ability to create trustworthy
AADMs. The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the state of the art in
the creation of AADMs; Section 3 presents the main characteristics of the SODALITE
IDE; Section 4 provides a description of the preliminary usability experiments; Finally,
Section 5 draws the conclusion and delineate the plan for future work.

2 State of the art

Several modeling languages have been proposed for supporting the specification of
complex application topologies and their deployment into infrastructures including Cloud
[6] [3] [2] [4] and HPC [7] [8]. The Topology and Orchestration Specification for
Cloud Applications (TOSCA [6]) is a fast emerging standard in the Cloud realm, but
lacks visual notation, leading to the appearance of authoring tools with their own non-
standardized visual notation. For addressing this limitation, researchers have designed
their proposals to standardize the visual notation for TOSCA.

Winery [5] is a Web TOSCA visual editor, that can be also included, as a plugin.
It separates modeling concerns to support not only resource experts on the specifica-
tion of TOSCA types, but also application owners on the definition of their application
topologies. CloudCAMP DSML [2], a web-based editor, supports the generation of IaC
deployment models from users’ abstract business-oriented requirements for the creation
of application component topologies by utilizing TOSCA node templates and relation-
ships. Alien4Cloud [1], a Web-based editor, enables application owners to design their
deployment topology, as an orchestration of components instantiated from types re-
trieved from a common TOSCA types Catalogue.

The main novelty of the SODALITE IDE is to support the complete specification of
both application deployment topologies, and of the resources the application requires
on the target infrastructure as model instances of the SODALITE DSL. This DSL has
been designed as an abstraction that leverages TOSCA to facilitate the export of AADM
topologies as TOSCA blueprints into the SODALITE IaC environment. Moreover, the
SODALITE IDE includes support for the creation of Ansible Models (AMs) explicitly
associated with the resource node types defined in a Resource Model (RM) and appli-
cation node types defined in AADMs, thus fully covering design and operation of the
node types.

3 SODALITE IDE main characteristics

The SODALITE IDE6, designed and implemented in Eclipse as a set of plugins, of-
fers editors supporting the modeling of a) infrastructure resources in resource models
(RMs), b) application deployment topologies in AADMs, c) application optimization
in optimization models (OMs) and d) operation implementations as Ansible playbooks

6 AADM & OM demo https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D5vKpoE47rA
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Fig. 1. AADM graphical and textual view representation

in Ansible models (AMs). These models constitute instances compliant with the SO-
DALITE DSLs for RMs, AADMs, OMs and AMs, respectively. The RM and AADM
DSLs are closely related to the TOSCA specification: RM DSL provides TOSCA re-
lated modeling concepts supporting the definition of types for infrastructure resources,
and AADM DSL supports the specification of application component instances, as
TOSCA templates. This separation of modeling concerns, targeting different modeling
roles, simplifies the TOSCA complexity and fosters the reusability of resource types
stored in a common, shared SODALITE knowledge base (KB).

The current release of the IDE7 offers textual (XText)editors for all the SODALITE
DSLs, and a graphical view representation (Sirius) for the AADM, which is automat-
ically generated (Figure 1). Sirius technology permits the creation of multiple graphi-
cal viewpoints of the same DSL. Indeed, the textual representation constitutes another
viewpoint representation. These representations are syncronised, making changes in
one representation propagate to the others sharing the same underlying model.

The IDE textual editors offer most the features included by XText, remarkably
the syntax coloring, and validation, formatting and auto-completion, cross-reference
navigation, quick-fix proposals, outline view, and others. Smart context-aware content-
assistance and semantic validation is largely supported through the symbolic inference
capabilities of the KB (see Figure 2), where infrastructure resources are represented
as RDF Knowledge Graphs for further reuse in AADMs. These RDF graphs capture
both the structural and semantics relationships of the models, promoting reusability
and interoperability using standard ontology languages (OWL2) and reasoning tools.
Content-assistance suggests modelers both syntactic (e.g. modeling blocks) and seman-
tic (e.g. reusable resources matching component’s requirements) content that fits into
the current modeling context. Regarding semantic content, the IDE requests it to the
KB, which infers the best matching content from current context (e.g. application com-
ponent) by searching within its repository. A similar process is performed by the KB,
upon IDE request, to conduct the semantic validation of the AADM, resulting in re-
ported issues, such as errors and recommendations, with associated quick fixes, which

7 https://github.com/SODALITE-EU/ide
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Fig. 2. SODALITE IDE conceptual architecture

are shown to the modeler, in the textual editor, at the point of occurrence. The same
KB-powered assistance and validation is supported for RMs and OMs, and it is planned
for AMs. AADMs and RMs can be stored into the KB, enabling the reuse of the re-
source instance and types defined in them. Additionally, the SODALITE IDE provides
support to browse the KB, retrieve, modify and delete models stored therein. It also
supports other SODALITE processes, notably the deployment of AADMs into target
infrastructures, the creation of resource images, and the governance of deployments.

Ansible Models are used to provide the implementation of an operation defined in
the RM. The IDE provides support for this integration between TOSCA and Ansible,
by allowing to couple an AM with an operation from a RM. In this way, while the user
is defining the AM, the IDE suggests the available inputs provided by the TOSCA op-
eration, that can be used in the AM. Furthermore, the AM DSL 8, while being related
to the Ansible specification, conceptually groups the Ansible attributes in categories
based on their usage, for better organization of the code. The IDE takes care of generat-
ing the concrete Ansible playbook from the abstract AM, that can then be executed for
the deployment in the target infrastructures.

4 Preliminary experiments

We performed some controlled experiments with two different types of users, namely
non-expert users (9 participants) and TOSCA experts (5 participants), with the objective
to receive feedback on perceived ease of use, usefulness and intention to use of the
DSL and IDE. The mentioned factors are usually determining the user acceptance of
a particular technology. All experiment participants have been asked to focus on the
development of AADMs for a Machine Mearning (ML) application, which consists
of 1) a database that stores training data, 2) a component that trains a ML model 3)
a repository that stores trained machine learning models, 4) a component that makes
predictions/inferences based on the trained models. The use case owners used their
corresponding use cases.

8 AM demo - https://drive.google.com/file/d/17X8VcQKwZ7dp4F7R4nN3CRAGmnXUe5pJ/view
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The experiments with TOSCA experts showed the SODALITE can help to achieve
27.73% improvement over the baseline consisting in using their typical textual editor for
creating a TOSCA topology. The experiments with both groups showed that the users
consider the SODALITE IDE very useful, easy to use, and think it has a high adoption
potential. As a weak point, some missing features of the IDE , the partial stability and
incomplete documentation of the IDE have negatively impacted on the user’s effort and
time. We plan to work on these aspects in the next period.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented an overview of the SODALITE IDE, a smart suite for IaC,
providing full support for the modeling of infrastructure resources, application deploy-
ment topologies, application optimizations and operation implementations, and also for
the management of deployed applications at runtime. In future, we intend to: (i) provide
more advanced context-assistance and validation services (ii) abstract the application
model by permitting the concretization of the AADM at deployment time by relying on
Semantic Reasoning services (iii) improve the AADM visual modelling authoring from
palettes, (iv) enhance OM authoring and (v) further interconnect the different DSLs.
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